Assistant (Student)

**Improvement of a Web-Application**

Did you notice that the signature list looks similar for the exams of many chairs, while the format of the exams looks different?

The Department for Electrical and Computer Engineering of the TUM provides to all chairs at the TUM a web-tool for administration of exams. For the further development of this tool, we are in search of a working student. In this job, you will be responsible for extending and improving the existing web-tools for the generation of seat and signature lists and for managing the grading of exams. For programming you will mainly use PHP.

**Prerequisites**

The ideal applicant can offer at least some of the following:

- Excellent programming skills, ideally in PHP
- Skills in SQL, PHP
- Basic skills in Java, HTML

**Contact**

You are interested? Please send your application, including CV and a current grading sheet to Dr.-Ing. Michael Pehl (m.pehl@tum.de)

**Advisors**

Michael Pehl